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Abstract
Mars can provide unique insights into the mechanisms of planetary formation, thereby offering valuable clues to
the early history of Earth and other rocky bodies. Currently, the internal structure of Mars is investigated using the
instruments of the InSight lander, offering clues to its internal structure and formation. However, many questions
remain unanswered, such as the existence and strength of convective mantle plumes. One major limitation of current
experiments is that they provide measurements from only one point on the Martian surface.
We propose the In-situ MArs Geodetic Instrument NEtwork (IMAGINE) instrument - a network of combined
radiobeacon and laser retro-reflector instruments to be deployed on Martian surface using a swarm of wind-driven
Mars Rovers. After being deployed on Mars, the instruments will be spread to cover significant portions of the Martian
surface, such as the Tharsis region. They take advantage of already-existing ranging capabilities on orbital spacecraft
used on legacy surface missions and can provide geodetic data over long periods up to several decades.
The Tharsis region on Mars is uniquely suited to provide insights into the interior structure of Mars by investigating
volcanic and tectonic activity. Gathering geodetic data and measuring potential ground deformation will offer vital
clues on the mechanisms supporting the region. Moreover, it is possible to measure tidal deformations, providing more
exact constraints on the Love number k2 which can give further insight into the size of the planetary core and mantle
properties. Next to that, the proposed network augments gravimetry of Mars through tracking orbiters. The radio
beacon network also allows for the precise determination of Martian rotation, precession and nutation to gain insights
into polar ice cap evolution and Martian interior structure.
We have also identified numerous secondary applications for this network, namely long-term atmospheric studies
using optical sensing. Using proven instruments and methods, it is possible to make measurements of the optical
density and absorption characteristics of the atmosphere using the retro-reflector. The same instrument can also be
used in fundamental science, validating aspects of general relativity. Lastly, the technical feasibility of the instrument
is evaluated - while there is a laser retro-reflector with flight heritage fitting the requirements, creating a radio beacon
and transmitter that is sufficiently light will require further development.
Keywords: Geodetic Network, Mars, Radio Beacon, Laser Retro-reflector, Tharsis Region, Tumbleweed
Mission
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1

Introduction

Mars, with its intermediate size between the Moon and
Earth, can provide invaluable insights into planet formation. The surface of Mars is affected by processes much
akin to the other rocky planets in our solar system (e.g.
volcanism, erosion, impact craters). At the same time,
its surface seems to be arrested in its arguably original
state, as it has cooled down more quickly due to its relatively smaller size [1]. Nevertheless, the Insight mission
determined that the iron core is at least partially liquid
[2], suggesting some thermal activity within Mars’ interior. Therefore, understanding the Martian interior and its
evolution is key to understanding the formation of planets
in general.
Most Martian missions are focusing on in-depth measurements in a relatively small area using landers, rovers,
or, recently, aerial vehicles, but to get a global picture of
the planet larger regions should be studied. Currently, the
Martian interior is being investigated with SEIS (Seismic
Experiment for Interior Structure), HP3 (Heat Flow and
Physical Properties Package) and RISE (Rotation and Interior Structure Experiment) experiments on the InSight
lander, which will soon be decommissioned [3, 4]. This
singular point of measurement is not enough to gather
3D data on a planet’s interior. The next step in Martian exploration is a distributed network of landers. In
the past, two ground network-based missions have been
proposed, providing multiple landers on the Martian surface: the NetLander [5] and Mars MetNet[6]. The NetLander mission proposed a combination of four identical
landers that would perform geodetic measurements for at
least one Martian year. NEIGE [7], its main instrument for
geodesy experiments using a radio system, was shown to
hold potential for investigating the Martian interior. Unfortunately, the mission was canceled due to its high cost.
The NetLander’s successor, Mars MetNet, has been proposed and developed in the early 21st century. While its
launch date is still to be determined, the expected science goals only cover the atmospheric and meteorologic
measurements. This leaves a research gap in the networkbased ground mission to Mars with the purpose of investigating its interior properties.
In this paper, we propose the In-situ MArs Geodetic
Instrument NEtwork (IMAGINE) instrument - an array
of up to 90 combined radio-beacon and retro-reflector installations dispersed over Mars and, most importantly, the
currently unexplored Tharsis region. A distributed radio
beacon system allows for the generation of exact geodetic information as well as subsequent orbit determination
of orbiters using well-established Doppler measurement
techniques. The retro-reflector will provide similar measurements, using laser time-of-flight measurements from
Mars orbiters, and continue to do so even after the end of
IAC-22,B2,4,x71894

the mission. Combining these two instruments, IMAGINE will be able to provide geodetic information in the
long term. Furthermore, its global coverage will offer a
completely novel data set enabling more exact constraints
within ongoing studies of the planet’s interior and atmosphere, as well as enable novel science cases such as the
direct measurement of polar motion. The instrument’s further scientific potential is explored in subsection 2.1.
IMAGINE will be deployed using a swarm of fastmoving wind-driven Mars rovers: the Tumbleweed mission (see Figure 1), a mission concept offering low-cost
access to network science on Mars. The scaleable mission architecture consists of up to 90 rovers deployed at
the Martian poles, dispersing over the Martian surface towards the equator using its spherical shape and sails. The
mission’s scientific opportunities span a variety of areas:
from the Martian climate, water and dust cycle to its surface geology and investigations into its internal structure,
to name but a few. Crucially, the mission allows for the
coverage on the order of 1/10th of the Martian surface,
with the rovers being in motion for 90 days. It is followed
by an arresting of the rover’s motion and a stationary phase
of at least one Martian year [8]. The spheroidal rovers
(Figure 1) can carry a scientific payload of up to 5 kg
each for a rover with a diameter of 5 meters, and provide
location information and in-situ data processing as well
as electrical power to the instruments. The Tumbleweed
rover is suitable for small, simple instruments which pose
few requirements with respect to positioning accuracy or
available budgets. When it comes to geophysical measurements, the main strength of the mission is the large spread
of instruments it can achieve over the surface. This allows
for the mapping of large areas, for example with respect to
their magnetic field, and the delivery of an array of a large
number of sensors over the entire area.
The aim of this paper is to show the compatibility of
the IMAGINE instrument with the Tumbleweed mission,
and present its scientific value. First, we derive technical requirements and scientific capabilities, followed by
an elaborate description of the proposed instrument. Then,
its suitability for the Tumbleweed mission is examined and
scientific implications are further discussed.
2

Required Capabilities and Constraints

In order to investigate the fitness of the IMAGINE radio
beacon concept for its intended scientific and other use
cases and its compatibility, we analyze both the required
capabilities for the science case as well as the applied constraints from the Tumbleweed rover. Considered as capabilities are the functions and the performance at which
they are to be performed by the instrument, whereas the
constraints are the technical limitations imposed onto the
system by its intended application in a Tumbleweed rover.
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Figure 1: Visualizations of the Tumbleweed rover, which would host the IMAGINE instrument. a) A rendering of the
Tumbleweed Rover. b) The Tumbleweed rover prototype V3, currently under development by Team Tumbleweed.
We do this by first establishing the scientific aims, capabilities and constraints of the instrument and then reviewing
the status quo of relevant technologies, focusing on the
ability of the instrument to provide geodetic information.
Ultimately, the goal is to show that a system can in principle be devised which fulfills all capabilities within the
constraints.
2.1

Scientific aims and their system requirements

A network of IMAGINE instruments deployed on Mars
will be able to collect valuable information on its subsurface and internal structure, geology of the surface, as well
as its atmospheric properties. We will present the identified use cases with their relevant references for further
reading.
Continued and accurate tracking of radiobeacons enables the precise determination of Martian rotation, precession and nutation. The planetary precession of Mars
can give indications of the high-level mass distribution of
the planet, giving insight into its internal structure, while
nutation can give insight into the response of the planet
to rotational variations. Although extremely small (500
milliarcseconds), nutations can be used to infer properties
of the Martian interior [9]. Although both measures have
been investigated with the recent orbital and ground missions to Mars, the accuracy could be improved due to a
large area coverage with IMAGINE.
Moreover, one of the most significant applications is
the distributed network for orbit determination of satellites. The IMAGINE network allows for accurate measurement of the global gravity field by allowing the precise
tracking of orbiter position, a method that has been employed previously in order to indirectly observe deformations of the Martian crusts. The same instrument can also
be used in fundamental science, validating aspects of genIAC-22,B2,4,x71894

eral relativity [10]. Through tracking orbital spacecraft,
highly precise gravimetric data can be gathered regularly.
While the parameters are currently well determined, their
temporal evolution is not [1]. The data can also be used to
improve the ephemeris of Mars and its moons.
It has recently been proposed that Tharsis could be rising in elevation [11]. The origin of the Tharsis region and
other volcanically active regions is not clear, as are the
mechanisms supporting their elevation. IMAGINE is the
only way to directly measure the potential rise of the Tharsis region due to the high altitude of the landing site and
the required surface-level measurements. This would offer vital clues on the mechanisms affecting this region. As
it cannot be supported through isostatic buoyancy force
on the mantle, understanding the mechanism that led to its
formation and continued evolution provides insights into
planetary formation as well as the Martian interior and
mantle dynamics [1, 11]. Further, this could be helped
by precise gravimetry data over time.
The deformation of Mars due to Solar tides allows for
an exact constraint of the Love number k2 , which gives
accurate constraints on the size of a liquid core and the
state of the mantle, and can be directly measured [12].
This measure of the response of Mars to solar tides is both
determined through the direct deformation of the planet
and through measuring induced orbit precession of orbiting spacecraft [13, 1]. A global network of beacons can
give better insight in shorter spatial-scale deformations.
Various secondary objectives are also achievable using
this system, namely long-term ionosphere and atmosphere
measurements studies using optical sensing and radiometric methods. Perturbations of signal can be used to study
the ionosphere and density of the atmosphere. This further
allows the study of material and mass exchange between
the atmosphere and the poles ([9]. Atmospheric meaPage 3 of 12
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surements can also be performed with the proposed retroreflector. The reflected laser signal can be used to measure atmospheric optical depth and infer chemical abundances and absorption characteristics, dust concentrations,
and more [10]. These measurements can be then used to
improve the atmospheric density model of Mars.
While the Tumbleweed mission aims to achieve a similar level precision to older missions (position accuracy up
to the centimeter level in all directions, as per InSight mission), the identical rovers would be spread over the surface
of Mars, providing multiple-point measurements. As a result, we do not expect to improve the position accuracy,
rather, provide a large coverage of the surface. Table 1
presents the relevant requirements for each science case.

2.2

Technical constraints of the Tumbleweed mission

The technical constraints on which the instrument shall
operate are based on specifications of the Tumbleweed
rover currently under development [8]. The resulting major constraints are listed below in Table 2.
Table 2: Constraints of the IMAGINE
ID
CON-1

Description
Total radio beacon
equipment mass shall
not exceed 1.03 kg.

CON-2

Total
retroreflector
mass shall not exceed
0.025 kg.
The instrument shall fit
within a footprint no
larger than 10 ˆ 10
cm, not including externally mounted hardware.
The instrument shall
have a peak power consumption of no more
than 43 W.

Table 1: Scientific use cases
CON-3
ID
SCI-1
SCI-2
SCI-4
SCI-5
SCI-6

Science Use
Case
Planetary Precession
Planetary Nutation
Length-ofday
Planetary love
number k2
Planetary
Gravimetry
Mantle Plume
Strength
&
Surface
Support
Mechanisms

Accuracy

Location

cm

baseline only

cm

baseline only

cm

low latitude

mm

high latitude

N/A

baseline only

CON-4

Rationale
Derived from modified mass
model outlined in [8], limit
to mass in order to comply with 10 kg mass restriction of mission. Mass margins applied in accordance
with ECSS-E-TM-25A recommendations.
Derived from payload mass
budgets of the Tumbleweed
demonstrator mission [8]
The electronics box of the
Tumbleweed rover is sized
to support CubeSat hardware
with this approximate footprint.
Assumed power consumption based on 30% amplifier
efficiency and 12.8 W transmitter power [14, 15].

As can be seen, the instrument is subject to tight mass
constraints, with an allowable mass significantly lower
than legacy instruments such as RISE, which had an overall mass of 7.6kg [16]. Furthermore, the footprint requirement is imposed due to packaging constraints within the
pod that houses the payload of the Tumbleweed rover.
Lastly, the power requirement is considered non-critical.
However, this comes with the likely caveat that it will reAs can be seen, the for most science goals a quire instrument-internal power regulation to stay within
centimeter-level accuracy is sufficient, as evidenced by the limitations of the PCDU (Power Conditioning and Dislegacy missions [13]. However, to determine the love tribution Unit) of the Tumbleweed.
number through polar motion, we argue that millimeterlevel position accuracy is required as polar motion is es- 3 IMAGINE Instrument Overview
timated to be no more than 10 cm, in order to get accurate constraints (accuracy ă 10 % of the expected ob- In order to utilize the opportunity to deploy in geodeservation). Lastly, if present, surface deformation in the tic instruments to Mars in unprecedented numbers with
Tharsis region is very small, therefore, we assume that the Tumbleweed Mission, we propose a combined laser
millimeter-level accuracy will be required. For position, retro-reflector and radio beacon payload. This combiseveral science cases are only affected by the distribution nation of instruments has flight heritage on several difof the network. Instead, the ideal location will be deter- ferent missions, the latest one being the InSight mission
mined by the geometry of the network with the orbiting [13]. It allows for the generation of geodetic information
spacecraft, which is not analyzed in this paper. However, using both established radio ranging techniques, primarfor length-of-day measurements a large distance between ily two-way Doppler measurements, as well as the use
the rotation axis of Mars and the station, and therefore low of satellite laser ranging to complement these measurelatitude is desired. Conversely, high latitudes are required ments. Doppler tracking has been used to determine the
for polar motion, while measuring Tharsis region move- position of instruments on the Martian surface to within
ment requires stations within Tharsis.
2 cm [2]. Meanwhile, retro-reflectors allow complemenSCI-7
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Figure 2: Concept of operations for the IMAGINE instrument, showing both radio and laser ranging.
tary measurements from orbiters and ground-based stations also contributing to a long-lived Mars geodetic network [17]. The lifetime of such a retro-reflector has been
shown to be on the order of decades [10]. This means that
the IMAGINE instrument supports both ground-based and
relay-based range or range rate measurements, maximizing the number of measurements that IMAGINE can provide. Figure 2 shows the concept of operations for the
IMAGINE instrument.
As shown, the position of an IMAGINE station relative to an orbiting spacecraft is determined using either
two-way Doppler ranging using the radio beacon or using
laser ranging with the retro-reflector, or both. The position of the orbiter is determined using ranging from Earth,
or, in alternate use cases, using the known position of the
IMAGINE station and network.

3.1

As previously discussed, the instrument is proposed to
be deployed using a swarm of wind-driven Tumbleweed
rovers. These rovers impact the Martian surface in close
proximity to each other and subsequently spread out by
utilizing the Martian winds, generating science data during the mobile phase as shown above in ??. Figure 4
shows a computer image of the next-generation Tumbleweed rover, highlighting its various parts.

Integration with Tumbleweed mission
Figure 4: The next-generation Tumbleweed rover featuring the inner structure with pods and outer structure [8].

The IMAGINE instrument is envisioned to be
mounted both inside the main pod (radio beacon electronics) and externally (antennas and retro-reflector). However, IMAGINE is only deployed once the subsequent
stationary phase of the mission is reached, where the
rovers permanently arrest their movement once the desired
spread is reached. The deployed configuration is shown in
Figure 5.
As can be seen in Figure 5a, the Tumbleweed rover
collapses and deploys the pod to the side of the collapsed
outer structure. This allows IMAGINE to have line-ofsight with the passing orbiters. Alternatively, mounting
Figure 3: Concept of operations diagram showing landing, of the retro-reflector and antennas to the top of the inner
rolling and deployment of IMAGINE using wind-driven structure (on the upper pod) could be considered, enabling
rovers.
operating before the stationary phase is reached, increasIAC-22,B2,4,x71894
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ing ground separation and potentially simplifying deployment at the cost of lengthened antenna wires. Overall,
no final decision on the preferable mounting point can be
made at this time.

can be reached as early as 9.5 days after landing. This
number most certainly underestimates the time required
to reach the final distribution as it does not account for
undesirable wind directions, the lower density at the Tharsis region resulting in reduced performance and the actual
terrain.
Still, it is important to note that even a ten-fold decrease in performance, leading to a deployment time of 95
days, is still roughly 7 times smaller than the required time
of operation of the IMAGINE instrument of at least 100
weeks or approximately one Martian year as discussed in
[18] and also significantly smaller than the transfer time
between Earth and Mars. Therefore, we deem the Tumbleweed rover a viable option to deploy the IMAGINE
network from a distance performance perspective.
3.3

(a) Schematic of the stationary Tumbleweed. Distance between
main pod (pink) and outer structure (turquoise) not to scale.

(b) Detailed view of deployed IMAGINE with retro-reflector
(turquoise) and antenna (green). Antenna design is for illustrative purposes only.

Figure 5: Rendering showing the stationary Tumbleweed
rover with deployed IMAGINE.
3.2

Achievable sensor baselines

Next, we consider three critical aspects of the Tumbleweed mission to establish its suitability for deploying the
proposed instrument network.
In order to achieve an instrument baseline of 1760 ˘
5km as discussed in [7], the Tumbleweed rovers will have
to cover at least this distance in order to deploy two sensors with this baseline - one at the landing site, and one
after rolling the required distance. In this case one Tumbleweed rover will arrest its motion almost immediately,
while the other will continue until the distance is reached.
It has been estimated that a Tumbleweed rover, using Martian winds, can travel up to 185km downwind at Martian
vertical datum [8]. This suggests that the desired distance
IAC-22,B2,4,x71894

Tharsis region landing

Next, we consider the Tumbleweed mission’s ability to deploy rovers to the Tharsis region, where the atmosphere is
significantly thinner than at the Martian vertical datum and
therefore impact velocity is increased.
To do this, we investigate the impact acceleration that
will be experienced at a landing at 5km, as it would be
found at the outer parts of the Tharsis highlands. Here,
we model the terminal phase of the Tumbleweed rover
descent, where it falls at terminal velocity, slowed by its
aerodynamic properties. To model the aerodynamic properties of the rover, they are considered equal to those of
a finite flat plate, neglecting the drag contribution from
the other sails and structure. Furthermore, lacking exact
knowledge of the structural characteristics, the impact is
modeled in two ways: as an upper bound for impact loading, a linear deformation-force relationship is assumed,
and assuming a point mass and a mass-less spring/decelerator. For the lower bound, a constant-force impact
is taken. The model applied is discussed in more detail
in [19]. There, it was shown that the worst-case impact
acceleration, assuming a deformation of the structure of
20%, would be approximately 40g, while the best case
would be 21g. These numbers are likely quite conservative, as the outer structure, consisting of thin rods and
wires, contributes a significant portion of the drag force.
Moreover, the assumption of a single mass and mass-less
spring/decelerator means that it underestimates the load
factors experienced by some parts, while it overestimates
those of other parts. The pod, with it being supported in
tension by the upper arc of the inner structure, could therefore be designed to experience significantly less load.
Even taking the estimations at face value, however,
they do not fall outside the range of impact loads commonly experienced by space hardware in the launch environment. Therefore, the impact load experienced by
IMAGINE during a landing at will likely not drive the
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mechanical design in a significant way, underscoring the
overall feasibility of deploying to the Tharsis region.

3.4

Mission Cost

Moreover, the deployment of instrument network using a
Tumbleweed mission has the key advantage of low cost
per station delivered. Whereas the legacy NetLander mission delivered four stations for $350 million ($87.5 million per station) and the InSight mission delivered one
station for $814 million, the Tumbleweed mission is estimated to deliver 90 stations for a cost of $460 million
($5.1 million per station), while also being scaleable to
suit varying mission budgets [8].
Next, we present both parts of the IMAGINE instruFigure 6: The INRRI flight instrument [10].
ment in detail and review the status quo of work done in
both fields This is done with the goal of finding legacy
Considering the key parameters of the INRRI/LaRRI
systems which have a good fit with the applied requireinstruments,
it is apparent that they fit the applied conments and determining how well they perform within the
straints
without
further modification. As they do not reIMAGINE instrument.
quire electrical energy, power consumption is omitted, and
therefore, it is compliant with CON-4 by default. For the
mass, they fit within the overall mass budget set out by
3.5 Laser retro-reflector
CON-2 - in fact, the retro-reflector mass budget of the
demonstrator mission has been created with this exact inThe fundamental principle of a retro-reflector of using strument in mind. The footprint constraint CON-3 does
three adjacent, mutually orthogonal planes to return a not apply to this instrument as it is externally mounted
beam of light to its origin is well established both in ter- as discussed above. It is expected that due to the instrurestrial use and in space. On Mars, range measurements ment’s small size and low profile, mounting will present
with millimeter-level accuracy using orbiting spacecraft little issues. The zenith-pointing requirement of the retroand laser retro-reflectors have been shown to be feasible reflector can be fulfilled mounting on the rover inner struc[10]. The first retro-reflector with such capability was sup- ture or on top of the pod, which will retain an upright oriposed to be sent to Mars on the ExoMars EDM as the IN- entation throughout the mission. However, its packaging
RRI [10], which was scheduled to land on Mars in 2016. and size limitations must be investigated in more detail
An identical unit was successfully delivered to Mars two once exact information on the folding process of the Tumyears later aboard the Mars InSight lander [20] and later bleweed is available.
on the Perseverance rover. These instruments consist of
a set of 8 15.7mm corner cube reflectors mounted in a
dome-shaped housing, designed to be mounted on zenith- 3.6 Radio Beacon
pointing surfaces of Mars landers and rovers. Figure 6 In general, the principle of two-way time-of-flight and
shows the INRRI laser retro-reflector.
Doppler shift measurements in space is well established
The attainable millimeter-level ranging accuracy is, in
principle, able to fulfill even the most demanding science
use case. However, this is contingent on generating sufficient knowledge of the relay orbiter’s position with respect
to the Martian frame of reference. Here, it is noteworthy
that using more than three retro-reflectors allows for triangulation of satellite position, alleviating the concern of
satellite position uncertainty [21]. In order to establish the
compliance of the instruments with the constraints of the
Tumbleweed carrier, we consider the instrument’s physical parameters. The characteristics of both instruments are
listed below in Table 3.
IAC-22,B2,4,x71894

and has been one of the main methods of spacecraft navigation for decades. Furthermore, the capability of radiobased location determination between Mars surface craft
and orbiters has significant heritage as well, with legacy
missions successfully using this technique to determine
their position on the Martian surface to within several meters [22]. Furthermore, various radio science experiments
such as the MER radio science experiment and the RISE
instrument carried aboard Insight have been used to provide geodetic information using radio links between Mars
and Earth, the latter being a five-fold improvement of positional uncertainty over previous efforts [2]. Additionally,
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Table 3: As-built characteristics of the INRRI/LaRRI/LaRa instrument [21].
Mass
Size

0.025kg
5.5x2.0cm

significant development effort has been made on NEIGE,
a relay - Mars surface geodetic payload which was to be
sent on the NetLander mission. Another similarity between NEIGE and IMAGINE is that NEIGE was designed
to be deployed in a network, albeit in much smaller quantities (4 instead of 10s or even 100s of stations) [7]. Lastly,
it is important to mention the IRIS series of deep space
transponders, which have capabilities to support radio science as proposed for IMAGINE, while also being notable
for being highly compact and light-weight [23].

The performance of the NEIGE instrument network
has been the subject of significant study. It consists of a
combination of a UHF coherent turnaround radio which
doubles as a TM/TC system, and a phase-linked X-Band
transmitter transmitting a pure carrier signal. This is done
in order to correct for influences of the Martian ionosphere [7]. In performance analysis of this system, it has
been shown that even with comparatively low numbers of
passes with limited integration time, leading to a measurement time of 15-20 minutes per week [18], is sufficient
to determine the position of each station with an uncertainty of a few centimeters [24]. Furthermore, the ability
to address science cases pertaining to nutation, polar motion and length-of-day measurements has also been shown
[25]. Moreover, a positioning instruments at higher latitudes, such as the Northern or Southern flanks of the Tharsis region could also allow to further constrain the polar
motion of the planet. Given the track record of the IRIS
radio, its performance applied within the IMAGINE instrument would likely be similar if UHF transmission and
concurrent X-Band and UHF transmission capabilities can
be integrated. The IRIS transponder, including SSPA and
LNA is shown in Figure 7.

Compared to the NEIGE instrument, the higher number of stations will allow for more overpasses resulting
in more measurements being taken and triangulation between stations, leading to a higher number of observables
with subsequently increased accuracy and reduced convergence time. Furthermore, determining geodetic information at a higher number of points could offer benefits
in determining rotational characteristics, polar motion and
solar tides. Lastly, through deployment in the Tharsis region, direct measurements in this area are possible for the
first time ever.
IAC-22,B2,4,x71894

Figure 7: The IRIS transponder [23].
With peak positional accuracy on the order of centimeters, NEIGE (and, given that the above conditions are met,
also IRIS) can address science goals requiring centimeterlevel accuracy, such as precession, nutation and length-ofday measurements. However, on their own, they are illequipped to address the most demanding of geodesy science goals such as measuring potential tectonic activities
within the Tharsis region and measuring polar motion.
Having established that the relevant capabilities are
mature, we must now consider the applied constraints of
mass, size and power consumption. In our search, we consider instruments or existing designs which support coherent turnaround ranging primarily using the UHF frequency
band. Furthermore, they should be designed for a deepspace environment. We elected to include both proposed
concepts as well as heritage hardware in our search. The
limitation of using UHF as a frequency band is made as
this is the preeminent frequency band used for Mars [26]
- Relay communications courtesy of the Electra proximity
radio payload which features heavily in past Mars orbiter
mission. The limitation of using relayed communication is
made due to mass and power considerations. Ultimately,
two instruments were found worthy of further consideration: the proposed NEIGE instrument, and the IRIS V2
transponder. Their characteristics are shown in Table 4.
First up, it is important to note that the specifications
of both instruments match closely, showing the validity of
the parameters generated for the NEIGE instrument. Both
instruments exceed the mass limits posed by the Tumbleweed mission by some margin, especially considering the
fact that antenna and harness mass are not included in this
estimation. This additional hardware can be expected to
add around 0.35kg of mass to the system [7]. Using the
Tumbleweed rover subsystem-level mass estimation tool
used in [8], we estimate overall mission mass for a single
rover demonstration mission to increase from 10.0kg to
11.6kg in case of the IRIS V2 transponder and to 11.4kg
for the NEIGE instrument, including said antenna mass.
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Table 4: Characteristics of IRIS V2 and NEIGE radio systems. Data extracted from [23] and [7].

Frequency Band
Mass
Size

Power Consumption

Transmission Power

IRIS V2
UHF (UHF transmission subject to
further development), X-Band
1.1kg (excl. Antenna)
Transponder: 10.1x10.1x5.6cm
SSPA: 11.4x4.6x1.6cm
LNA: 10.3x5.6x2.4cm
Receive only: 10.3W (X-Band)
Transmit/Receive:
33.6W (XBand)
8.1dBW EIRP

The additional mass increase can be explained through revised sizing of the rover structure and locomotion system
to account for the added mass, and the increased entry vehicle sizing. This represents an approximate 16% increase
in mission mass. On the other hand, reduction of radio
beacon mass or reduction in mass margins for the rest of
the scientific payload may present an option that warrants
further study.
On the other hand, only the NEIGE instrument exceeds the size limitations. This presents two options: either redesign the Tumbleweed platform or repackage the
instrument. We argue that the repackaging of the instrument represents the preferable alternative as, in principle,
only the aspect ratio of the instrument needs to be changed
as opposed to the overall dimensions of the spacecraft bus.
Based on the same argument, we argue that the required
development of bringing the instrument in agreement with
the footprint constraint is relatively minor.
Lastly, while both instruments fit within the power
budget as-is, some changes proposed above to improve
instrument precision will likely lead to the power limits
being exceeded. Furthermore, while energy budgets of
2Wh per day constitute less than 1% of the currently proposed energy budget of the Tumbleweed rover [19], nearly
all measures to increase instrument accuracy will significantly increase the required energy, which will warrant
further analysis.
4

Discussion

NEIGE
UHF, X-Band
1.05kg (excl. Antenna)
UHF Transponder: 12x12x3cm
X-Band Transponder: 12x12x2cm
UHF Diplexer: 12x6x2cm
Receive only: 2W (UHF)
Transmit//Receive: 40W (UHF and
X-Band)
5.8dBW EIRP

we evaluate the NEIGE instrument concept, the IRIS
V2 deep space transponder and the INRRI/LaRRI/LaRA
retro-reflector within the constraints of the Tumbleweed
platform.
Here, the retro-reflector is found to be fully compliant
with respect to mass and size as well as mounting requirements. For the radio beacon, the mass is determined to
exceed limitations by 35% for both the NEIGE instrument
and the IRIS V2. If the mass of the radio beacon cannot
be reduced, we find that this would cause an increase in
Tumbleweed mission mass by up to 16%, based on singlerover modeling. Lastly, footprint requirements are met for
IRIS V2, whereas the NEIGE instrument would require a
change in aspect ratio of the instrument enclosure. Both
investigated systems meet power constraints. Lastly, we
find that a Tumbleweed rover can achieve instrument baselines of 1760km, as envisioned in the NetLander mission,
provide a survivable landing in the Tharsis region and deploy the stations at a cost of 5.1MEUR per station.
We posit that combined measurements, when applied
in large numbers, are able to meet a variety of geodesy
science goals, such as improving measurements of Martian precession and nutation, polar motion, variations in
length-of-day and, being able to deploy to the Tharsis
region, recording potential tectonic activity. Moreover,
such a network has a host of additional applications in
spacecraft navigation and landing, orbiter-based gravimetry, ionosphere and atmosphere science and fundamental
sciences. Overall, the high number of stations has the potential to support geodesy-based Martian interior studies
requiring more accurate or complete data sets than currently available. Furthermore, the long-lived nature of the
retro-reflectors has the potential for unprecedented longterm studies of Mars, with generating consistent datasets
over decades becoming a possibility.

In this paper, we present IMAGINE, a network of combined radio beacons and retro-reflectors deployed by
wind-driven Tumbleweed rovers. We show that, first,
there are legacy hardware and development efforts which
are able to provide centimeter-level position accuracy for
IMAGINE is feasible to be deployed using Tumbleeach station using the radio beacon and millimeter-level
ranging accuracy using the retro-reflector. We also in- weed rovers, using legacy hardware, with relatively minor
vestigate the technical feasibility of deploying a network modification. The major concern is the mass reduction of
of IMAGINE using Tumbleweed rovers. To this end, the radio beacon. Inability to reduce the mass to within the
IAC-22,B2,4,x71894
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constraints will cause a considerable mass increase of the
mission amounting to 16%, whose consequences would
have to be further studied. However, in all other areas
that were studied, we found good agreement between constraints and the instruments.
As a result, the combination of legacy developments
and hardware, applied and deployed in a large network
using Tumbleweed rovers, can support a whole host of
new scientific goals, and improve existing knowledge on
the Martian interior. Such a network promises a novel set
of network geodesy data that could not only prove highly
relevant to a number of Mars interior, ionosphere and atmosphere studies, but could also have huge implications
for the operation of orbital and surface missions on Mars.
Therefore, this network could form the first piece of Mars
surface infrastructure critical to future exploration. Moreover, the Tumbleweed platform has shown to harbor potential to be a cost-effective and scaleable method of deploying IMAGINE and other network science payloads on
Mars, such as weather stations.
Accuracy performance is subject to the limitations of
NEIGE, as the analysis was largely based on this heritage instrument. The higher number of stations can be
expected to increase the accuracy per station due to providing more data points. Additionally, the exact spreading of rovers was not considered, instead, 1D spread was
investigated which indicates that the rovers can be controlled to adjust their spread over surface [8]. Next to
that, several other constraints were not considered such as
energy and thermal considerations. Energy requirements
comprise less than 1% of the energy budget of the Tumbleweed rover, but adaptations to improve single-station performance could make this estimation more critical, warranting future investigations. Finally, due to the scope of
this paper, the performance of the entire network was not
investigated - a detailed analysis will be performed at a
later stage.
We recommend that on the side of the Tumbleweed
mission development, analysis of spreading performance
be improved to include spreading within the Tharsis topography and considering desired spreading patterns for
use in the IMAGINE network. Furthermore, energy
budgets of the Tumbleweed rover should be reassessed
to determine the ability of the Tumbleweed mission to
not only support IMAGINE operation within the limited
scope of previous missions, but also considering increased
measurement time and frequency to improve station accuracy. Moreover, the integration of antennas and the
retro-reflector on the outside of the Tumbleweed electronics housing or within the structure should be improved.
Lastly, the impact of an increased TM/TC and payload
mass budget to fit currently available hardware should be
further assessed, especially with regards to the effect of
variations in mass margins. For the IMAGINE network,
IAC-22,B2,4,x71894

it is necessary to analyze in detail the performance of
the network considering various methods of utilizing the
network to generate geodetic information. This, together
with identifying additional science cases and fully quantifying both the newly identified cases and those already
outlined in this paper will be crucial to formally derive
performance requirements for the instrument and begin
detailed development of the IMAGINE instrument. Also,
it is important to, based on the results of this additional
analysis, investigate the necessity and effectiveness of additional measures to improve network performance. This
includes increasing the per-station transmission time or
power. Lastly, the desired position of the individual stations should be investigated for various science cases.
5

Conclusions

In this paper, we show that the potentially paradigmshifting results of true network science on Mars are
within reach using a Tumbleweed mission architecture and
a combined retro-reflector and radio beacon instrument
called IMAGINE. Geodetic data collected by radio beacons and laser retro-reflectors will provide insight into various aspects of Mars, from its interior and surface to the atmospheric properties. Deployment of this network can be
done an order of magnitude more cost-effectively at an estimated cost of $5.1 million per station deployed. IMAGINE can draw from instrument with Mars heritage for the
retro-reflector and will require modified versions of existing designs for the radio beacon. Furthermore, previous
analysis of the NEIGE instrument has shown that a miniaturized radio beacon is able to provide centimeter-level
position accuracy on Mars. We showed this instrument,
as well as the IRIS deep space transponder, to be largely
compatible with the Tumbleweed mission, with only the
mass of both radio instruments, being 35% above the constraint. Lastly, we propose methods for improving the accuracy of the instrument further, including the combination of retro-reflector and radio beacon tracking results,
utilizing the high number of deployed instruments to improve position estimates, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and increasing the number of measurements made per
instrument. The relative utility of these measures, while
having been partially shown to be effective in previous
analyses, must be investigated further. Moreover, efforts
to reduce the mass of the radio beacon need to be investigated in detail, and the effect of changes to the operation
of the radio beacon instrument on the energy requirements
of the instrument need to be assessed.
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